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9 Church of Saint Francis Xavier 

The most representative work of the National Museum of the 
Viceroyalty is the Church of Saint Francis Xavier and its chapels: 
the House of Loreto, the Chapel of the Virgin, and the Reliquary of 
Saint Joseph. 

The church was built in 1682, sponsored by Father Pedro Medina 
Pi cazo and his family. In the mid-eighteenth century the interior 
and facade were remodeled. The altarpieces in the chancel and 
crossing were designed and made by Miguel Cabrera and Higinio 
de Chávez, under the supervision of Father Pedro Reales, the 
school rector. The mural painting on the vaults of the chancel 
and crossing, as well as the canvases in the sacristy, the choir, and 
the area beneath the cho ir are by Cabrera; the facade, which was 
completed in 1762, was by architect lldefonso lniesta Bejarano. 

The altarpieces, carved from cedar and gilded with gold leaf, are 
dedicated to the church's patron Saint Francis Xavier, Saint Francis 
Borgia, Saint Stanislaus Kostka, Saint lgnatius of Loyola, Our Lady 
of Guadalupe, Saint Joseph, Our Lady of Light, the precious blood 
of Christ, and the patronage of the Virgin. 

The House of Loreto-a faithful copy ofthe original in Loreto, ltaly
was built in 1680 at the behest of Father Juan Bautista Zappa. 
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In 1580 members of the Society of Jesus carne to 
Tepotzotlán to serve the indigenous community, creating 
their fírst institution, the Seminary of Saint Martín, devoted 
to educating the sons ofthe native nobility. Later they 
established a language school where Jesuits learned 
Otomí, Nahuatl, and Mazahua. The third foundation was the 
Probation House, where young novitiates who wished to 
join the Jesuits studied. 

In this way, various Jesuit educational institutions operated 
within the same building, depending on the functions they 
performed in each of the spaces. 

On July 4, 1767, the Jesuits who were living in the school 
had to leave the country, as a result of the order to expel 
the Jesuits from New Spain decreed by King Charles 111. 

In 1777, stemming from the instructions of Archbishop 
Alonso Núñez de Haro y Peralta, the creation of the 
Royal Seminary College was approved for the instruction, 
voluntary retreat, and correction of secular clergy and it 
operated in the building until the mid-nineteenth century. 
In 1870, Jesuit training was reinstated and in 1912 the 

The idea was to depict the house in Nazareth, where the 
Annunciation of Saint Gabriel to the Virgin Mary took place. In 
1733 the Holy House was renovated anda Chamber of the Virgin 
Mary was built, thanks to the fínancial contribution of Manuel 
Tomás de la Canal. 

Finally, the Reliquary of Saint Joseph was dedicated in 1738 
and was given this name because it houses a fragment of the 
saint's tunic. lts interior is decorated with polychrome stucco and 
paintings signed by José de lbarra and Francisco Martínez. The 
floor of th is group of chape Is is covered with ti les. 

Philosophate College was inaugurated, which in 1914 was 
forced to close in the tumultuous times of the Mexican 
Revolution. 

In the twentieth century, the building was declared a national 
monument and in 1963 the Instituto Nacional de Antropología 
e Historia began restoration work on the structure to house 
the Museo Nacional del Virreinato (National Museum of the 
Viceroyalty), inaugurated on September 19, 1964. 

The architectural complex of Tepotzotlán is composed of 
fíve patios, a garden, two mil Is, guest quarters, anda church. 
lt began as a simple house that-with the passage of time, 
the support of benefactors and its own resources-was 
transformed until it became the impressive building that now 
occupies ten thousand square meters (2½ acres). 

/ COLLECTIONS 
The National Museum ofthe Viceroyalty has holdings of more 
than 33 thousand pieces that date to the sixteenth to twentieth 
centuries. The collection includes diverse gen res: painting, 
sculpture, graphic arts, decorative or sumptuary arts, and books. 

The origin of the collection is also diverse, because the works 
that were held in the former Jesuit college of Tepotzotlán 
were augmented with others from diverse INAH museums, and 
donations from prívate parties. 
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lt has an average of 25,000 visitors per month. 

lt covers 6 hectares (almost 15 acres). 

The Church of Saint Francis Xavier has 7 altarpieces. 

50 galleries and exhibition areas. 

lts holdings include 33,000 pieces. 
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